ABOUT KURUKSHETRA

ABOUT DEPARTMENT

Kurukshetra is a place of religious pilgrimage
and historical significance. It is the land of
Mahabharata and place where sermons of
‘Bhagwad Gita’ were delivered. In medieval
period, Thanesar, the old city, was the seat of
power of Harshwardhana. Kurukshetra is well
connected with rail/road. It is a railway
junction on Delhi-Ambala section and is
situated on National Highway No. 1 (G.T.
Road). It is approximately 160 km from Delhi,
100 km from Chandigarh and 194 km from
Shimla. NIT Kurukshetra is about 10 km from
Pipli and 6 km from Kurukshetra railway
station.

The Department of Humanities and Social
Sciences, one of the thirteen teaching
Departments of the Institute is devoted to fulfil
the mission of imparting quality education in
Humanities and Social Sciences that develops
innovative and competent engineers who are
socially responsive citizens and can undertake
research that generates prime knowledge for
the growth of industry and society and
futuristic knowledge, focusing on the socioeconomic needs. The Department is
continuously involved in expanding the
teaching-learning
process
to
integrate
humanistic values and social concerns with
technical education. The Department provides
doctoral (Ph.D.) facilities in the areas of
English, Economics, Psychology, Management
and Intellectual Property Rights.

ABOUT NIT KURUKSHETRA
National Institute of Technology, Kurukshetra
(founded as Regional Engineering College,
Kurukshetra in 1963) was conferred upon the
status of Deemed University on June 26, 2002.
Institute has B.Tech, M.Tech, MBA and MCA
Courses in various disciplines with annual
intake of about 1500 students. Institute also
offers excellent facilities for advanced research
in the emerging areas of Science and
Technology leading to Ph.D. degree. The
institute has well qualified and dedicated
faculty along with finest supporting staff,
laboratories and other infrastructure. The
syllabus and the curricula are constantly being
updated to meet the growing demands and
need of the country in different areas of
technology. The infrastructure is geared to
enable the Institute to turn out technical
personnel of a high quality.

Workshop
On
Introduction to Developing
Communication Skills for
Employability
January 27-31, 2018
Under
Technical Education Quality Improvement
Programme
(TEQIP III)

IMPORTANT DATES
Last date of Registration: January 24, 2018
Notification about Selection: January 26, 2018

CONTACT PERSON
Dr. Shahida
Assistant Professor
Department of Humanities and Social Sciences
National Institute of Technology Kurukshetra
Kurukshetra-136119, Haryana, India
Email: shahida2709@gmail.com
Mobile: 9466301809

Patron
Padmashri Dr. Satish Kumar
Coordinators
Dr. Kiran Mor
Dr.Shahida
Organized by
Department of Humanities and Social
Sciences
National Institute of Technology
(An Institute of National Importance)
Kurukshetra – 136119
Haryana, India

INTRODUCTION
Very few of us imagined our workplace would
give us stress and with it our familial and
public relationships would be jeopardized
because of our work culture at office. Both in
terms of success and failure, hence, we are at a
crucial juncture. In this age when 30something CEOs and VPs no longer amaze us
and established ideas are questioned each day,
holding one’s own at the workplace is a
challenge in itself. What can help, partly, is
one’s ability to think clearly, build networks,
communicate more openly and develop
interpersonal relationships in order to grow
both professionally and individually. In all
cases effective communication, along with a
responsible attitude, is the need of the day.

SCOPE of WORKSHOP
•
•
•
•
•

Communication Styles and Effective
Communication
Presentation Skills and Political
Correctness
Emotional Intelligence
Effective Leadership
Vocational Success etc.

•

APPLICATION FORM
Workshop
on
Introduction to Developing
Communication Skills for Employability
January 27-31, 2018

Name:

Team
Work
and
Building
Relationships
Career Planning and Development etc.
EXPERT LECTURES DELIVERY

Roll No:

Lectures will be delivered by distinguished
faculty members from IITs, NITs and
professional from industries.

Gender:

•

OBJECTIVES OF THE COURSE

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

Theworkshop has been designed with the
following objectives:
*To equip students with basic skills
necessary for getting, keeping and doing
well on a job.
*To bring about an understanding of the
importance of communication and
interpersonal skills in both professional
and personal lives.
*To enable the participants to develop
their interpersonal competence that will
help them to prepare for the everyday
challenges of the workplace.
*To discuss and describe the main
employability skills for beginners.

For B.Tech students who are about to join an
organization or preparing to face interviews.
The course is highly essential for the young
professionals seeking to improve in career and
their communication skills, enhance their
working relationships and gain heightened
level of performance through assertiveness and
influence.
Participants will be selected on first-come-first
serve basis up to a maximum of 50. The
complete registration form duly forwarded by
the Head of the department accompanied
should reach on or before January 24, 2018.
There is no Registration fee.The brochure with
registration form can be downloaded from
Institute website www.nitkkr.ac.in.

Branch:
Semester:
DOB:

E-mail:
Mobile No:
Signature of Applicant

Head of the Department/Forwarding
authority
Name:
Designation:

Signature

